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BRIEF
If you want to make full use of the functions of your smartphone without 
giving up the comfort of a big touchscreen, then the new ZENEC 2-DIN 
infotainer Z-N328 is the right device for you. Like almost no other system 
the Z-N328 combines easy vehicle integration and modern multimedia 
functions with optimal connection for a smartphone: from DAB+ digital 
radio reception, through Bluetooth hands-free or the Spotify integration 
– the Z-N328 offers almost everything that you could wish for. From the 
touch sensitive capacitive 6.2“/15.7 cm display screen it is possible to 
control the Z-N328 precisely and completely intuitively. With the Z-N328-
SDFEU navigation package available separately it does not cost much to 
upgrade the Z-N328 to a fully featured permanent in-car navigation system. 

LONG
If you want to make full use of the functions of your smartphone without 
giving up the comfort of a big touchscreen, then the new ZENEC 2-DIN 
infotainer Z-N328 is the right device for you. Like almost no other system 
the Z-N328 combines easy vehicle integration and modern multimedia 
functions with optimal connection for a smartphone: from DAB+ digital 
radio reception, through Bluetooth hands-free or the Spotify integration 
– the Z-N328 offers almost everything that you could wish for.
From the touch sensitive capacitive 6.2“/15.7 cm display screen it is 
possible to control the Z-N328 precisely and completely intuitively. 

MODERN ENTERTAINMENT
For media playback the Z-N328 deliberately focuses on modern A/V 
formats. Two USB 2.0 ports enable versatile use of USB storage media, 
including full iPhone/iPod MFi support. 
The integrated DAB+ tuner impresses with its clear digital radio reception 
– with no noise, crackling or volume level fl uctuations. Comfort-Scan, 
MOT Slideshow, DLS text, as well as DAB-DAB and DAB-FM Service 
Following are comfort functions keeping you tuned to your favorite station 
and giving you full program info on played content. And if you drive in a 
region with no DAB+ network, the powerful RDS tuner will ensure good 
reception from conventional FM stations. 

CLEVER SMARTPHONE CONNECTION 
The SmartLink Direct function allows easy docking of Android or iOS 
based mobile phones to the Z-N328. The screen content of the smart-
phone, including for example the sat nav apps, is mirrored on the display 
of the infotainer. In the case of Android phones control of the apps is 
directly from the touchscreen of the Z-N328, whereas for iPhones it is 
from the smartphone. 
With the native Spotify app installed on the Z-N328, the large Spotify 
music catalog is accessible for convenient use on the move, providing 
access to several million of songs – from old favorites to the latest hits. 
Naturally the Z-N328 handles also “ordinary“ Bluetooth: hands-free 
calling and convenient contact search of mobile phone entries in the 
phone book, simple editing of contact favorites, or streaming music from 
the smartphone.

OVERVIEW OF CAR DATA 
With the Z-N328 you have not only your media but also your vehicle fully 
under control. RealDash is a virtual dashboard app preinstalled on the 
Z-N328 that allows you to have an overview of the current vehicle and 
engine data at any time. RealDash gives information, in near real time, 
about road speed, charge air pressure, oil temperature, fuel tank level, 
engine speed etc. To use the app you need a compliant OBD II dongle 
available separately as an accessory.

FROM INFOTAINER TO IN-CAR NAVICEIVER
For those who do not want to just navigate per app, the Z-N328 can be 
upgraded to a fully featured in-car sat nav system at low cost. The 
navigation package Z-N328-SDFEU available as an option offers digital 
map data for 47 European countries with more than 6.5 million Premium 
POI – including free map updates for a year. The combination of Z-N328 
and sat nav package additionally offers many functions for a most 
comfortable navigation experience: for example the immediate resumption 
of an active route guidance after stops, or the possibility to listen to 
music simultaneously while navigating to a destination.

Consistently Modern – ZENEC‘s 2-DIN Infotainer Z-N328
ZENEC‘s 2-DIN multimedia system Z-N328 sparkles with the very latest entertainment functions and enables flexible 
use of the smartphone in the car.
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